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‘Only those who risk going too far can possibly find
out how far they can go.’ T.S. Eliot

T

his is a new chapter for the St Marylebone
Messenger: we are proud to introduce
Student Editor, Rosie M (Year 12), and
Deputy Editor, Sidney T (Year 10).
Editor Rosie has a great vision for this publication;
she said the Messenger ‘is important as a window
into the enthusiasm and passion that drives the
school and makes it such a great place to be
educated.’
Asked about taking this on, Deputy Editor Sidney
expressed how it has been ‘enlightening and
challenging’ to learn ‘how many amazing events go
on in our school’ and the challenge this presented in
editing as there was ‘so much we could not include or
had to cut down’. Consultant Editor Ms Owen has
commended Rosie and Sidney on their hard work and
ambition in taking up this challenge.
You may notice this same spirit of adventure and
‘why not?’ in this season’s edition. Boundaries have
been stretched in Performing Arts with a larger-thanever whole-school musical in December (read about
Oliver! on pages 10-11) and a terrifically ambitious
Spring Concert based on Purcell’s opera Dido and
Aeneas in March (page 8).
Both these productions demonstrated creative
adventure without being exclusive: the cast of Oliver!
included the entirety of Year 8 and pupils from the
St Marylebone Bridge, our affiliated Special School.
Dido: Remixed reflected the great diversity of our
community as well as a variety of music from opera to
jazz to classical to samba.

Students continue to experience the variety of
London theatre too, developing their critical eyes
and ears: see page 6 for reviews of Hampton’s Les
Liaisons Dangereuses, Shakespeare’s The Comedy
of Errors and Pinter’s The Homecoming. It was at
the interval of Les Liaisons Dangereuses at the
Donmar that I heard students commenting on how
‘brilliant it would be to be able to argue like that’ but
also how ‘the women could hardly breathe, let alone
stick up for themselves, wearing such tight corsets.’
This appreciation of argument and freedom is
celebrated in our active Debating and Feminism
Societies, our BBC News Reporters and the pieces
in this edition reflecting on faith, art, feminism and
politics. For me, this is a really encouraging glimpse
into the minds of our future thinkers, leaders and
adventurers.
As we approach the summer, adventures of many
kinds beckon: trips abroad (see pages 15-17), new
horizons, the turning of a chapter for so many of our
students – and St Marylebone
celebrates its 225th birthday!
We hope you will join us to
celebrate on Friday 8th July.

Ms Kathryn Pugh, Headteacher
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WORLD CHALLENGE

AN ETHIOPIAN ADVENTURE

O

n 27th June eight students, accompanied by Mr Pearce, Ms Bessey and Mr Dilliway, set off on the
adventure of a lifetime: a three-and-a-half-week expedition to Ethiopia. After spending hours
unpacking and repacking a million times, trying to fit all the necessary kit into our bags, we were
ready. Security checks and a seven-hour flight later, we were in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia’s capital, meeting Andarg, who was to be our guardian angel for the trip. As soon as we stepped out of the airport, we were hit
with an overwhelming excitement for the following weeks. During our two acclimatisation days in Addis, we
stayed in the Ras Hotel (famous for hosting Nelson Mandela), and visited some interesting cultural places, such
as the National Museum of Ethiopia, home of Lucy the Australopithecus. The first proper stage of our expedition
was the trekking phase, arguably the most challenging part of the trip. The first day was on horseback, the other
two on foot. The feeling as we reached the finish line was incomparable.
After spending the next couple of days recovering, relaxing and being tourists in the beautiful Rift Valley, we
spent a week in Chechela School in Gondar. We were
warmly welcomed by the staff and students, even being
treated to a traditional coffee ceremony. We helped build
a classroom, painted murals, and were lucky enough to
spend time teaching the pupils. The generosity and kindness of the children and staff is definitely one of the
most memorable aspects of the trip. In the last few days
we spent our time visiting historical places, including
Gondar Castle and the monasteries of Bahir Dar and
Lake Tana. It was difficult to say goodbye to a country so
rich in culture, and filled with such welcoming people,
where we had experienced truly wonderful things.
Lily D, Year 13
Painting a mural, photo by Khalidah
THE WORLD CHALLENGE expedition was hands down the most rewarding experience of my life. The first major
part of the trip was the trek through the Bale Foothills. The next three days were spent walking up and down
mountains for miles and getting soaked daily at 3pm as it was rainy season. These days also included cooking
for ourselves and pitching tents every night.
Next was our volunteer work in a local school. The week we were there was also physically demanding. We
helped to level and cement the floor in a classroom; we also painted the inside and outside and added two
educational murals, one of Africa and another of the solar system. We were also asked to teach different subjects to classes each day. The children especially loved music, playing hangman and singing. It was very satisfying to see them enjoying learning something new instead of taking education for granted. The trip was absolutely
amazing and I recommend an experience like this to everyone.
Khalidah M ,Year 12

Photos of Ethiopia from Isabella M’s EPQ project, entitled: ‘Can photography help illustrate the geographical, historical and cultural differences in a more and less economically developed country?’
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POLITICS

COMRADE CORBYN
An interview with Rosa Prince, the Telegraph’s online political editor, about her new book
I am assuming you started to write the biography
Comrade Corbyn before he was elected. What
motivated you to choose him as a subject?
It was originally about the Labour Party’s new leader.
Like most people, in early July, I thought Andy
Burnham or Yvette Cooper would be elected. I know
both Burnham and Cooper a little, so it made sense to
write about them. When the first poll came through at
the end of July suggesting that Corbyn could win, I
agreed with my publisher that I should research him as
well. Eventually I dropped my other research. In the
beginning, it was daunting to be writing about Corbyn.
As time went on his popularity increased and I realised
he was an excellent subject, as little is known about
him, and there is an appetite to find out. It also rapidly
became apparent that he has had a long and
interesting life.
What were your main sources of information in
compiling the biography. What were the most
revealing?
Interviews I conducted, both in person and over the
phone or by email were the most interesting and
informative. I also relied heavily on newspaper articles
and broadcasts, as well as several books, mainly other
biographies or diaries featuring Corbyn. Social media
also proved a helpful resource.
I am really looking forward to the publication of the
book Comrade Corbyn As a fan of Corbyn I am hoping
it will portray him in a positive way. Will I be
disappointed?
Thank you! I hope you won't be disappointed. In the
preface to the book I spell out what I said to everyone I
interviewed: the book isn't intended to be a
hagiography, but nor is it a hatchet job. My aim, as far
as possible, was to be fair. I wasn't particularly aiming
for positive, but I was also clear that I didn't want to be
negative. The few people who have read the book,
none of whom were Corbyn fans, have said that they
were surprised to find they came away from it feeling
that they liked him.
Do you think the MPs in the party should have had
more influence on the leadership election, bearing in
mind the divisions in the current Labour Parliamentary
Party?
Many MPs have said that they should have taken more
care over the nominating process, and that they didn't
quite understand the role which was given to them by
rule changes introduced under Ed Miliband. I think it
does make sense for MPs to have the power to block
candidates with little support in the Parliamentary
Party, because, as we are seeing now, it is hard to lead
if your colleagues don't want to follow.
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After your experience of this biography do you think
he would make a good Prime Minister? What are
the reasons for your opinion?
I don't think Corbyn would be a great Prime Minister.
He's never led anything until now; he finds it hard to
compromise yet isn't particularly decisive, is rather
thin-skinned and lacks that touch I think Prime
Ministers need of being able to represent the entire
country, not just their supporters. I also think he has
sometimes shown poor judgement. I also feel that
Corbyn pays insufficient attention to women's issues
and the promotion of women in the Labour Party
and elsewhere.
Do you have any advice for St Marylebone students
interested in a political career?
Go out there and immerse yourself in it. I am a
political writer rather than an activist, but I know
that politicians and parties are keen to recruit young
people, so it's worth checking out your local party or
student political scene. For those interested in
political journalism: read the newspapers every day;
magazines like the New Statesman and Spectator,
political blogs, and follow key political
commentators on Twitter. Also tune in to the main
political TV and radio shows: Today, PM, World at
One, Daily Politics, Newsnight, Channel 4 News,
Andrew Marr, Murnaghan. Then decide for yourself
what you think of it all.
Interview by Gabriel B, Year 12

In a first for St Marylebone, for the academic year
2016 -17 we will have not one, but TWO head girls:
Alice D-P and Sophia B, both well known for their
commitment to politics as well as to our school.
Many congratulations to both for this achievement.

POLITICS

REFUGEE TALK

O

n 5th November, Gulwali Passarlay, a young
Afghan political refugee, gave an inspiring
talk. Aged 12, he fled Afghanistan due to political instability. He travelled through 10
countries with smugglers and traffickers and was imprisoned many times. Despite these hardships he
made it to Dover a year later, after spending time in
the Calais jungle. Gulwali told us that with a British
passport we can enter 173 countries but with an
Afghan passport, you can only enter 25. I have known

I have never met a
refugee who does not
want to go home
Gulwali for a number of years and one thing that you
can take away from this kind and generous young man
is that he never gives up and always has time for you.
Last year he wrote a book of his journey called The
Lightless Sky which is being sold around the world,
notably in some of the places that treated him appallingly. In France, when promoting the book, he went
back to the park where he had spent the night sleeping rough in Paris and was shocked by the number of
people who were doing the same thing he had done
nine years before.
Gulwali’s story is humbling and one that reminds us
how lucky we are to live in Britain. The problems facing
our world are only going to get tougher and we need to
work together to overcome future challenges. Gulwali
is an example of someone doing just that. I will leave
you with one thought, no matter what you think about
refugees and migrants, Gulwali said, ‘ I have never
meet a refugee who does not want to go home’.
Alice D-P, Year 12

CAN I JUST BEGIN by asking you all a question? Please
raise you hands if once a month you wake up to crippling stomach cramps and an appalling headache? I
know I do. For those of you who are confused I am discussing periods.
Did you know that women across the UK will each
buy, use and throw away around 11,000 tampons in
our lifetime? Yes, 11,000. A pack of twenty costs
around £2.70. Making that a grand total of roughly
£15,000 for something we cannot control. Yet our government taxes it as a ‘luxury item’, whilst helicopters,
crocodile meat and Jaffa Cakes are not considered
luxuries. We are being taxed for owning a uterus. The
NHS provides as many condoms as we want for free,
whilst I have to pay a five percent tax on something
that really isn't luxurious at all.
Our parliament recently had a vote on whether or not
to remove the controversial tax. David Cameron, our
Prime Minister who is meant to represent all of us,
stated it would be difficult to get the rule overturned.
Our parliament only has a 29 per cent female representation. And it’s an issue that men can struggle to
relate to. During the debate, one female MP had to
persuade a male colleague to utter the word ‘tampon’
rather than refer to ‘feminine care’.
We still live in a society that in many ways is dominated by men. Women, on average, earn 19.7 per cent
less than our male counterparts and are seven times
more likely to be raped than men. After hearing those
statistics, you may think the tampon tax isn't a big
deal. However, it plays a part. Because without it,
periods would not be considered a taboo subject. They
are a painful, uncomfortable experience. Tampons
should not even begin to be taxed as a luxury item.
They are a necessity.
Sophie G-H ,Year 10
Since this speech was written the tampon tax has
been abolished.

Gulwali Passarlay and students
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ENGLISH

THEATRE

A

number of English and French A-Level
students went to see Les Liaisons
Dangereuses at the Donmar Warehouse.
Prior to the trip, we participated in a
workshop run by the Warehouse, where we were
put into groups and given a scene from the play.
Two people were actors and one was the director.
We had to rehearse the lines that we'd been given.
As I had never read or seen the play before I had
no context as to what it was about making my job,
as the director, harder as I was unsure how I
wanted to stage it or wanted the two characters
(Merteuil and Valmont) to interact. I suggested that
my group and I perform the scene overdramatically in a 'Telenovela' style that I felt made
it interesting and comical.
We were also set an exercise where we had to
put lines from the script into modern English, as
the novel the play is taken from was written in the
late 18th century. We had to look very closely at
the script we were given and how what the
characters were saying related to what we would
say today.
In terms of the actual performance, I loved how
the space/stage was used and the transitions
between each scene. It was interesting to see
scenes that we had studied play out in front of us,
as well as seeing the similarities and differences
between how we had interpreted the lines and how
the director and actors at Donmar had.
Hannah S, Year 12

I

O

n 1st February a group of English teachers
and A-Level students studying the play
communed at the Trafalgar Studios to
watch Jamie Lloyd’s production of Pinter’s
The Homecoming. I found that moments of physical
theatre ruptured the claustrophobia of Pinter’s play,
undermining rather than contributing to the sickening build of tension.
Despite some astounding acting, incredible lighting and surprisingly potent use of garage rock, the
production fell short of achieving Pinter’s full
menace. The set, evincing a perspective sketch of
the room, reflected Pinter’s absurdist abstraction, a
distorted, hyper-reality. As did the jarring juxtaposition of the garage rock’s cheerful tones, which were
slowly overcome by increasingly threatening low
notes. It’s unfortunate that John Simm’s Lenny was
not quite as chilling.
By contrast Ron Cook’s portrayal of Max as the
cancerous patriarchy of the household was
convincing and compelling. Yet Cook’s acting could
not conceal that this interpretation appeared at
odds with the script.
Lloyd’s mix of obvious ‘unique’ directorial
decisions and attempts at disturbing the
traditional power hierarchy led to a production in
which those presented as powerful were
undermined by the very lines they spoke; the
nauseating, calculated assaults were frail jabs and
the infamous silences not loud enough.
Esme M, Year 12

watched the St Marylebone School KS4/5 production of The Comedy of Errors last November. At first
glance the space conformed to the educational
style of the rest of the institution but it soon transformed into the comic world of Shakespeare’s play.
The director’s (Miss Hedges) unique vision merged
our own contemporary world with the Classical setting
of the play to make the audience see that Shakespeare
is still modern, funny and relevant. I believe her motive
for choosing the play was to explore ideas of biological
determinism, through the analogy of twins, a contentious and current debate. The deeper message of the
play is how one can confuse or lose one’s identity
quickly, but can always regain it. This is relevant for the
audience, the majority of whom are adolescent and
struggling with such issues.
From the start of the play upbeat and modern music was played whilst the actors (including Kira M and Ruby DR, pictured above) were setting the scene, through dialogue in Shakespearean language. This was an interesting
contrast to the Miley Cyrus song playing in the background; the audience heard eloquent and poetic Shakespearean language and colloquial lyrics mixing.
The director colour-coded the characters: the twins of Ephesus wore blue and Dromio and Antiphilus of Syracuse red, making it easy for the audience to follow the characters. A costume I particularly liked was Dr Pinch’s
long sheer coat with neon bobbles. When he sang the Friends’ monkey song the audience erupted with laughterit was a genius touch! The audience adored the show, finding it humorous, easy to follow and relate to.
Simran L, Year 8
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ENGLISH

READING WEEK
As part of this year’s Reading Week,
TV producer, poetry anthologist,
novelist and Orange Prize judge
Daisy Goodwin gave a ‘Bright Ideas’
talk on ‘How poetry can save your
life’. Later, she agreed to be interviewed by Rosie M, Year 12.

What is one piece of advice you would give to a young
writer?
Just write. Its like running or playing the piano, practice makes perfect. Write something every day even if
it’s only a line.
What keeps you motivated?
There’s a moment about twenty minutes into a writing
session when , if I am lucky, I would rather be doing
this than anything else in the world. Writing gives me a
high, not all the time, but often enough to make it an
essential part of my life.
In short, how can poetry save your life?
Poets are on the frontline emotionally. Anything you
have been through, you can guarantee that a poet will
have been there too. When you find the right poem,
you suddenly realise that the thing you have been
wrestling with is not unique. That shock of recognition
is the thing that makes poetry essential.
Out of all the published poems, which one would you
most liked to have written yourself?
That’s an impossible question. I am not a poet, I am
content to read and admire without envy. But
‘Churchgoing’, by Philip Larkin comes close.
What's the funniest poem you've ever read?
‘May I Feel’, by E.E. Cummings.
Which poem would you read to get over a break up?
‘Two Cures for Love’, by Wendy Cope.
If you could only read one poem for the rest of your
life, which one would it be?
Another impossible question: it would have to be the
Shakespeare sonnets, there’s so much there to find.
What was the last poem that made you cry?
‘When You Are Old’, by W.B Yeats.
Daisy’s TV drama, ‘Victoria’ starring Jenna Coleman
and Tom Hughes, will be on ITV this Autumn.
I was lucky enough, along with three other KS3
students, to win a trip to Puffin Publishers during
Reading Week. On this exciting occasion, I developed
my understanding of the many things required for
the making of each book. We learned that from the
first glance at the cover to the last page turned,
we have been reading the hidden effort of those
who manage the design, editing, marketing and
more. I have gained a lot from this experience
(including free books!), while the genuine passion
and creativity I have witnessed will make me look
twice at every book I value. Count me inspired!
Hermione Z, Year 9

The biographer Claire Harman (pictured above), came
to talk to KS4 and 5 students about the life and work of
Charlotte Bronte. We were joined by invited students
from Francis Holland School. Another inspiring visitor
was Natasha Farrant, novelist (below), who gave a
workshop to Year 8 students. Reading Week’s other
celebrations included a showing of the film of Jane
Eyre, and a Year 10 trip to the Dickens Museum.

What I enjoyed most about the workshop with editor Tig
Wallace from Puffin Publishers was looking at the different book covers and understanding the process of how
a book cover is developed and altered along the way. It
helped me understand how difficult, and yet creative,
publishing a book is. Esme S, Year 8
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SPECIALISMS: MUSIC

CHRISTMAS CONCERT

I

n the months leading up to the concert we had to dedicate so much time to rehearsing and practising at
home in order to make sure each pitch, timing and lyric was perfect. It was quite a stressful experience, especially when having to remember the different pieces which I was performing in, such as the Year 7 solos
and Church Choir.
However, the concert turned out to be an
amazing experience, due to all the time we
had put in, and the feeling of satisfaction and
pride was well worth the pressure. The night
was thoroughly enjoyable.
Zipporah, Year 7

The concerts sustain
the feeling of being
part of a community
THE CHRISTMAS CONCERT was my first conYear 10 GCSE dancers performing the ‘balloon’ piece
cert with St Marylebone School, therefore I
was nervous and did not know what to expect. I am a choral scholar so I performed both with Church Choir and in
the compulsory Year 7 pieces that we had been learning at school. I loved the experience, especially the way
that we combined the dance performances with the music pieces.
Macey, Year 7
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SPECIALISMS: MUSIC

SPRING CONCERT

T

he theme of this Spring Concert
was ‘Dido and Aeneas Remixed’. This meant
that as well as classical Baroque pieces taken
from Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas, there were a
variety of genres such as R&B, Jazz, Minimalism and
Pop, making it thoroughly enjoyable to listen to and
play in.
Some of my favourite performances were the uplifting melodies of ’Ain’t Nobody’, performed by Shout
Out, and the laid back rhythms of ’A Night in Tunisia’,
performed by Jazz Band and Year 9 drummers, not to
mention the amazing voices of all those who sang in
the original Purcell Opera sections, which held the concert together.
I am part of Symphony Orchestra and String Concertante where I play the cello. It was hard work as String
Concertante accompanied all of the operatic sections,
as well as performing Philip Glass’s ‘Morning Passages’. This was one of my favourite things to perform
as its reminiscent, sorrowful tone seemed to outline
the story of Dido and her heartbreak. Symphony Orchestra played three pieces: Passepied, Scene de Bouquet and Galliard. I most like Scene du Bouquet’s flowing melodies and delicate atmosphere.
The finale is always a particularly exciting part of the
concert and ‘Doubt’ was the perfect song for the
theme. I always feel particularly happy and fulfilled
when the Music Department joins forces and puts
together all its bands, choirs and orchestras into one
song. The concert was great fun.
After every concert I feel happy and relieved and that
all of my hard work has paid off. Not only are concerts
a great way of presenting the musical abilities the
school has to offer (which always seems to exceed the
standard set by prior concerts) but they also sustain
the feeling of being part of a community. I feel proud to
be part of Music at St Marylebone.
Amelia F-J, Year 12

DIDO: Remixed poster, collage by Ollie W, Year 12

Amelia playing the cello
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SPECIALISMS: DRAMA

OLIVER!

T

he run‐up to Oliver! was a period of intense
rehearsals. I was initially unsure about how fun
the rehearsals would be but I soon came to look
forward to them. One of my favourite scenes
was when Nancy and Bill Sykes get killed as it included
incredibly realistic stage fighting. I jumped every time
Bill smashed Nancy’s head against the bridge even
though I had watched it hundreds of times. There was
one section in the play which I always dreaded. It was
in the undertaker’s shop and I had got into a fight with
the owner. I had to jump onto the undertaker’s back
while he flipped me over his shoulder. This made my
heart beat every time as I was dreading what would
happen if things went wrong.
As the week of the play drew nearer, my excitement
grew. The set started to be put up: a huge bridge with
stairs on either side. Art Club made enormous piles of
dirty rags and ‘Wanted’ posters, creating a moody
atmosphere. In the middle of Fagin’s den was a
dressing table with a box attached; hung from either
side were two strings of brightly coloured handkerchiefs. This made the stage bright and full of life. With
lighting and the amazing band, the whole play came to
life. Oliver! was a fantastic experience and I was so
happy to be part of it.
Elsa G , Year 8 (pictured right as Oliver)

Year 8 students playing the workhouse boys
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SPECIALISMS: DRAMA

E

I'm only 17 and I can't be giving life lessons when I’m
practically a child, but if you have a dream don't give
up. People will get in your way - just don't let one of
them be you.
Lydia G, Year 13 (seen above as Nancy)

People will get in your way
– just don't let one of
them be you

FOR 10 WEEKS WE worked on Oliver! The production
brought together students from all the creative
departments: Art, Music, Drama and Dance – not to
mention a variety of year groups and the Bridge
School as the workhouse boys. The amazing set and
costumes really created the feeling of working on a
professional stage and brought the production to life.
It was a great experience and we had a lot of fun both
on‐stage and off.
Caitlin D, Year 11

ver since I was a tiny kid, I've wanted to be on
stage. This in itself is ambitious as I'm from
Ruislip, which most of you will consider the
countryside. I had no idea where to start so I
did the school plays, joined a bunch of Amateur
Dramatic companies, took part in every performance
that was on, and eventually got myself an agent.
Auditions get quiet when you're too old to look young,
but too young to look old. I was close to giving up on
my dream because I was scared that I couldn't do it.

But I knew that giving up would guarantee my failure.
So I carried on doing little jobs to work my way up, and
suddenly got an audition for Sweeney Todd at the London Coliseum.
In April I was lucky enough to be in Sweeney Todd
with Emma Thompson at the English National Opera. It
was exhausting. Between every break I had over the
intense four weeks, I was working for my A–Levels, but
it was the best experience I've ever had. I fed
my ambition because I refused to give up.
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SPECIALISMS: DANCE

DANCE SHOW

T

he dance show is a
wonderful opportunity
which I look forward to
taking part in every year.
Even though hours of rehearsals
can become slightly tedious, the
end result is always worth it. It has
brought me closer to my friends
and teachers and students from
other years. Every year I learn
more and more about dance and
what it takes to create something
that will look as amazing as it feels
to dance.
This year we included a range of
styles. Key Stag 3&4 Dance Company performed a musical theatre
piece from the American musical
Memphis. Although normally I find
the smiling-on-stage malarkey
difficult, I ended up really enjoying myself and felt extremely sad when we performed the last dance.
This was also the first year that I performed a dance from my Year 10 GCSE dance class. This allowed me to
work with different students and we created a piece that everyone contributed to and gave us an in depth understanding of the creation of a dance. The dance show was the highlight of the term and, although time consuming, made school more enjoyable, giving me a taste of performance on stage.
Etta S, Year 10
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SPECIALISMS: DRAMA

SIXTH-FORM MUSICAL

E

arlier this year I played Janet in The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. It is fairly rare at St
Marylebone that you have contact with other
years, apart from looking down on younger
students and admiring the years above. Therefore, I
greatly enjoyed getting to work with students from both
years of the Sixth-Form and having fun with a larger
variety of people.
Although rehearsals were occasionally difficult, they
were always enjoyable. A student-led production is a
challenge; however, the directors led the cast with
authority and humour. Without their guidance the
production would never have been the incredible final
piece it was.
The play involved all creative elements: glittering costumes, extravagant makeup, enthralling dances and
passionate singing, and required clever co-ordination
to bring it together. Although at points we felt unsure if
the production would be ready in time, we did it and
were met with the laughs of the audience.
I wouldn’t change anything about my experience
except taking a minute to slow down and enjoy singing
‘Touch Me’ at the top of my voice to a large audience
of teachers and peers! My confidence and ability to
dance and sing was greatly increased and I look
forward to future school productions.
Tilly B-H, Year 12

Millie S (Year 12), Phoebe S (Year 13) and Siah H (Year 13)

I

played Brad in The Rocky Horror Picture Show,
directed by the wonderful Amy H and India H-P, in
Year 13. As a new student at the school, this
experience was a great platform for getting to
know people I hadn’t spoken to before. I also gained
a greater feeling of involvement in the Drama and
Performing Arts side of the school, which is one of
my passions.
The best part of the whole experience was the show
itself, when all of the cast, hair, costume and make-up
teams and band members came together to put on a
show that we had put months of time and effort into. I
enjoyed the whole experience, even the hustle and
bustle prior to the performance and the sweet relief
afterwards from not having ripped someone else’s
fishnet tights. Doing a jump split in tap shoes was also
fun but I don’t plan on ever doing that again…
Through the production, I learnt the importance of
commitment and working together without the constant supervision of a teacher for rehearsals and runthroughs. I also learnt how vital it is to respect one
another by remaining as professional as possible at
all times, but also that you should let your hair down
sometimes after a day of school work and do a silly
drama exercise to rid yourself of any tension.
Ollie W, Year 12

Jessie S (Year 13), Ollie W (Year 12) and Tilly B-H (Year 12)
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THEATRE
SPECIALISMS:
MATHS/ICT

BBC SCHOOL REPORT

I

n March, 24 Year 8 students were given the opportunity to take part in a project run by the BBC providing 11-16-year-olds with the chance to write an
article for a speculative audience. Schools around
England took part in an annual ‘News Day’, where we
created audio and newspaper reports, which were uploaded onto our school website.
During the experience, our English and ICT skills
were challenged. We all learnt how to craft an effective
newspaper article and edit audio files, which we recorded ourselves.
Our group completed a complex article regarding the
Gender Pay Gap. Our headline read: ‘Will the existence
of the Pay Gap ever be eradicated?’ Based on this, we
produced a fluent article, which got linked to
the BBC website. We approached several people regarding our demandingly inquisitive article, contacting
several MPs with partial success. We eventually got to
interview some people; the mixture of set-backs and
success is the nature of journalism, as we soon learnt!

MATHS TRIP

O

n 3rd December, Year 12 Maths students
met up at 8:40 am and made our way to the
Palace Theatre. The lecture consisted of
many speakers including Matt Parker, a
‘stand-up mathematician’ from the Numberphile
team and a Channel 4 TV presenter. We were taught
about extraordinary (and at times absurd) things such
as the probability that aliens exist, how to make a 4D
shape within a lower dimension, and that it takes 21
seconds to empty a full bladder. Overall, everyone I
had spoken to found it a very interesting and intriguing experience.
Adrien N, Year 12
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Some of our interviewees were the Minister for
Women and Equalities, Caroline Dinenage, the Youth
Ambassador for the Women’s Equality Party, Honor
Barber and James Mallet, a BBC television producer.
They each expressed unique opinions and we gained
extra knowledge from a variety of viewpoints, which we
added to our article to increase its impact. The interviewees commented on the impact of historical events
on the gender pay gap and how girls our age are not
being influenced and encouraged enough to pursue
higher paying jobs in the STEM benefactor.
Our phone interview with Caroline Dinenage was particularly informative: did you know that, on average, for
every pound a man makes, a women only makes 20
pence?
Jessica G and Siang T, Year 8
The articles can be found on the school website:
stmaryleboneschool.com/bbcreport

THE FIRST TALK focused on the application of Mathematics in the real world and the importance of simplification to solve problems. The second talk taught us
about the use of statistics in Science and Politics, specifically how it was utilised to help solve the Ebola crisis.
In the final lecture we entered the fourth dimension.
A four dimensional space is a space where there is a
fourth perpendicular direction in addition to the three
perpendicular directions in three-dimensional space. It
is most commonly used in Physics to describe the position of events in spacetime. Although it doesn’t actually
exist, we were shown the shadow of a four dimensional
object and asked to imagine what it would look like. It
was exciting to be introduced to concepts that we didn’t
know existed and forced to think beyond the visible.
Bridie G-H, Year 12

ART

NYC TRIP

TATE TALK

The City, photo by Rosie M, Year 12

I

n less than a week in New York, we had seen all
the major sights the city has to offer and experienced the day-to-day life of an American, buying
our breakfast from the local supermarket or
Wholefoods and finding our way around the grid that
makes up New York’s streets. We visited worldrenowned galleries and saw the works of artists who
laid the foundations for Art as it is today, including
Picasso, Monet and Kandinsky. We ventured further
than fine art, however, with trips to the Pixar exhibition
at the Cooper Hewitt Museum and the Susan Bartsch
show of her extraordinary wardrobe and collection.
A favourite aspect of the trip for me was our visit to
the sketchbook project, a small library in Brooklyn with
an accumulation of more than 30,000 sketchbooks
completed by artists from more than 135 different
countries, categorised into themes and genres, available for anyone to look at. We spent an entire afternoon browsing and were given our own sketchbooks to
complete and send back for them to add to their
collection. An inspiring idea to encourage more people
to start sketching.
The New York Art trip was one of the best trips I’ve
ever been on. We managed so much in such a short
amount of time and we owe a massive thank-you to
the teachers that organised it, especially Ms Meyer,
who had to put up with our excessive moaning about
walking too far. An amazing opportunity that I would
definitely recommend.
Maisy R , Year 12

F

or the ‘Art is’ festival on Saturday 9th April a
handful of students contributed towards an
art exhibition at the Tate Modern. Leading up
to the exhibition we had been painting different messages on coloured card, inspired by various
arts charities, that were to be put on display. I arrived
at the gallery hoping that this would be good as not
many things wake me up before 9am on a Saturday
morning.
We were led into a room where Peter Liversidge, the
artist we had been working with, had displayed our
work. I was blown away by how something which at
first seemed like a bunch of stacked papers could be
turned into a powerful piece of art.
Later, we marched around the gallery dressed in
black, holding placards on which we had written
different messages such as ‘Be not afraid of greatness’, ‘Close blind eyes’ and ‘A certain way of living’.
People were following us up the escalators; security
guards were taking photos; and when we walked
around the shop we were given odd looks.
Without saying anything it felt like we were 100
voices shouting an unclear message. The experience
was one of a kind and definitely worth waking up
early for.
Ella, M Year 8

In Central Park, photo by Kezia D, Year 12
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CLASSICS/HISTORY

GREECE

E

aster Sunday having been and gone, Sixth-Form
Classics students left for Greece, to absorb both
the landmarks of antiquity and some complementary Mediterranean sun. We settled first in
Delphi, where the presence of the prophetic Pythia still
lingers at the temple of Apollo, intoxicated by the fumes
that lend them their oracular powers.
From Delphi we drove to Olympia and raced in the
stadion of the original Olympic Games. Tamsin, swifter
than Hermes himself, was the worthy winner, sadly missing the honour of leading the Greeks into battle by a few
millennia. That night in Tolon, in an unrivalled gesture of
xenia, hotel #3 - endowed with both swimming pool and
beach - served a marvellous buffet and we rehearsed a
scene from Euripides’ Medea with the waves lapping at
our toes. We performed the following morning in the
tremendous theatre at Epidavros and then sped onwards to Mycenae, setting to the unfortunate and relentless
tragedies that befell the accursed House of Atreus. Here, Marylebone 'gazed upon the face of Agamemnon!' - we
might have exclaimed, had we not known that the archaeologist Schliemann had in fact uncovered a death mask
whose dates failed to align with Aeschylus' king by several hundred years. It was still a great mask: both very old
and very gold.
On the last day (eheu!) of the trip, we awoke with the rosy-fingered dawn and climbed the Akropolis to the
Parthenon, which looms gloriously over Athens. Embarrassingly, most of the pediments on the temple of Athena
were swiped by Lord Elgin and brought back to the British Museum, but our shame was eclipsed by the plethora
of fabulous myths we saw preserved in stone during the rest of our brief odyssey (getting really rather kalos at
Greek). This was a wonderful, memorable trip.
Kitty L, Year 13

BERLIN

T

he meeting of 40 bedraggled students at 6am on a Monday
morning marked the start of our trip. Our first day was full to
the brim with places to visit and sights to see, including the
Holocaust memorial and Brandenburg Gate. The Checkpoint
Charlie museum gave a fascinating overview of the erection of the
Berlin wall and the Holocaust memorial was a poignant reminder.
We visited the Stasi museum, exploring an unfamiliar area of
German history. The Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp gave us a
hard-hitting insight into Germany’s past and after a walk around
Alexanderplatz, we arrived at the German History Museum. I found
this really interesting as it went through German history, not only of
the 20th Century, but even further into the past. After lunch at the
Heiligegeistkirchplatz we visited the Berlin Wall Memorial, where we
saw some remnants of the Wall.
We also visited the Allied Museum, particularly useful for the GCSE
course, the Wannsee Conference House in Potsdam, and the DDR
museum, which was fascinating and showed me a lot about the
lives of East Germans while under Soviet occupation. We concluded
our evening with a quiz at the hostel to test us on what we’d learnt,
which was really fun!
On our last day, we visited the Reichstag, going all the way to the
top of the dome. This gave us fantastic views of the city. We then
went to the Jewish Museum, which had really touching, symbolic
displays. The trip was an incredible experience! The places we
visited were useful for our courses as well as fascinating. This was
one of the best school trips I’ve had and I would definitely go again Sophia B, Year 12 , and Karl Marx’s statue
if I had the chance.
Jovana P, Year 11
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MFL/GEOGRAPHY

BARCELONA

O

n 27th February, 45 A-Level Geography and
Spanish students visited Barcelona for five
days. As a Spanish student, I was excited to
be able to immerse myself in the culture and
language and hopefully improve my speaking skills for
our exams in April.
Although the 3am start was tricky, we had more time
to see all the main parts of the city on a whistle-stop
tour. We then drove down the coast to our hotel, in
Sitges, a town slightly south of the city, famous for its
beach and historical sites.
The following morning Spanish students went to the
language school to spend four hours speaking in
Spanish and focussing on the hardest parts of our AS

The stained glass with
the sun shining was
spectacular
course. The tutors were wonderful and put us all at
ease. Then we visited La Pedrera, a modernist building
designed by Antonio Gaudi. We also went to Els Quatre
Gats for chocolate and churros, which had incredible
interiors and held Picasso's first art exhibition.
On Monday, we took part in a debate on technology in Spanish, giving us an insight into next year’s
course. Then we went back into Barcelona for a tour of
La Sagrada Familia, a Roman Catholic Church and
arguably the most famous piece of architecture in
Spain. Although unfinished, the building is incredible.
The stained glass with the sun shining was
spectacular. We listened to another guide in Spanish
which predicted that the building would be finished in
2026, the centenary of Gaudi's death.
We spent our final day together with the Geography
students. The Spanish students translated the questionnaires used for Geography field
work. We then explored the Gothic
Quarter in the centre of the old city.
Our final activity of the trip was free
time where some of us were excited
by the presence of a Sephora whilst
others returned to the market for
souvenirs and more tapas!
It was amazing to experience
Barcelona whilst also practicing
our language skills. All the
Spanish students saw an
improvement in their speaking and
felt a renewed interest in the subject
as well as a great cultural
appreciation of Barcelona.
Rani G, Year 12

S

itges is traditionally a summer town so when
we visited in February it was relatively quiet
and tranquil, a beautiful town with friendly
residents and a beach only a few minutes
from our hotel.
On our first full day in Spain, Geography students
were taken to two different sites on the Riera de
Ribes river to study flash flooding hazards, land use
in the surrounding areas and flood management
methods. Despite the difficult fieldwork it was an
amazing day of delicious blood oranges and stunning
rural Spanish landscapes: rolling hills, blue skies and
miles of sprouting vineyards.
Each day, after a swift lesson back at the hotel, we
would be taken for dinner at a local restaurant before
having free time to roam the streets of Sitges, experiencing Spanish culture.
The second day was packed with visits to four
towns in the Priorat region of Catalonia. This
included Pradell de la Tiexeta, Gratallops, Lloar and
Porrera. Each town had its own individual character
and a profound serenity you rarely experience whilst
living in London: you could even walk around for 20
minutes and never see another person. In Lloar, the
sound of Spanish music played softly from a small
local store and drifted through the narrow streets of
the town as we walked by, the sun warming our skin
during the cool breeze in the hills.
Our final full day was spent visiting Barcelona for
the whole day. This included some geography
research in El Raval as well as free time to shop and
eat in the local cafes and restaurants for lunch. It was
beautifully sunny and hot enough to sunbathe on
the grass in Barcelona. We even went to the beach
once we returned back to Sitges and watched the sun
set over the gently moving water; a perfect ending to
the trip.
Aggi F-L, Year 12
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RELIGIOUS
OPINION STUDIES

CONFIRMATION EUCHARIST

O

n Monday 25th January, after a series of Confirmation classes, seven of our students at St Marylebone
were baptised and confirmed into the Church of England at our annual School Confirmation Eucharist.
Bishop Robert Ladds, our School Provost, led the service, assisted by me. The students’ parents and
families joined us. Bishop Robert preached about what it meant to be confirmed and how special it
is to have a faith which guides you in your life, as well as linking this to jelly beans. Apparently jelly beans are
very holy!
Our Chapel Choir sang beautifully, led by Ms Williams and Ms Bettsworth, as our Confirmation Class was
welcomed into the Christian faith. The service was followed by breakfast, and was a lively, fun and happy occasion for all. If you are interested in being baptised or confirmed yourself, do get in touch with me: I will be running
another Confirmation C lass in September. Congratulations to Alexandra, Tiarna, Fleur, Naja, Isabelle, Cordelia
and Nina!
Father Ed

MY FAITH: SIKHISM
This speech was part of a ‘Faith and Feminism’ talk which took place during St Marylebone celebrations for Interfaith Week.

I

was never brought up as a strict Sikh or forced to
practice the religion when growing up. My parents
would talk about the teachings; we would go to
Gurdwara and I identified as a Sikh but I never
really looked into it till I was about 20. It was at this
same point that I also became more aware of
feminism.
In the Sikh religion the principles of equality and
empowerment are realised for all, regardless of ability,
caste, class, ethnicity, gender, race, sex, and sexual
orientation. The expansive revival, attention, voice and
theory of feminist values are, I would like to believe,
inherent within the Sikh religion.
One of the most popular pieces of scripture that is
often used in relation to Sikhism and Feminism is a
verse from the Sikh holy book, the Guru Granth Sahib,
by the first Guru, Guru Nanak:’ From a woman, man is
born, within woman. Woman becomes man's friend;
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through woman, the future generations come. To
woman man is bound. So why call her bad? From her,
kings are born. From woman, woman is born; without
woman, there would be no one at all.’
Despite all the examples of equality in Sikhism, I am
in a position where I should be able to reconcile my
feminist beliefs with my religion, but cannot always do
so. Ancient cultural traditions sometimes take precedence over the principles of feminism in Sikhism.
Indian culture – which I want to hold separate from
the Sikh religion – still continues to treat women as
inferior, still continues to have son preference, still
practises forced arranged marriages and still treats
widows as second-class citizens.
Sikhism is clearly a feminist religion; I just wish that
people would let go of the shackles of an unequal culture to really put the ideologies of Sikhism into practice.
Ms Sangha, Teacher of History

SEASONAL NOTES

SUMMER

Summer playlist by Avalon H-T, Year 12

Painting by Maria K, Year 12. Inspired by ‘the
poem ‘Yellow Clematis’, belpw

Yellow Clematis
In summer yellow clematis glow
Flowering wildly as they grow
Soon winter winds will dash away
And beams without a warming ray
Will settle sometimes, never stay
But whilst surrounded by this mist
A cool entrapment that persists
Time tends to tick so very slow
The blank grey clouds they never go
And looking on some distant day
As showers lull and mix with grey
There's endlessness until the May
That may or may not arrive
If you're waiting for the warm
As is usually the norm
Summer can seem very slow
Until the yellow flowers grow
Ruby B, Year 12
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